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ABSTRACT

I. INTRODUCTION

Lossless image compression is need of efficient
transmission of multimedia data and also
improved the efficiency of memory storage. In
image compression technique basically image
coding technique plays an important role for
speed up the image compression process. For
the process of image coding various methods
are used by some authors such as adaptive
prediction and combination of prediction. in this
paper proposed a new adaptive predication
technique based on classification mechanism
based on support vector machine. The support
vector machine is regressive classification
technique. The regression classification
technique approach finds the similar and
dissimilar class of consecutive pixel value of
image. The difference class of image performs
encoding technique for image compression. For
the validation of proposed algorithm used
MATLAB computational software and used
some standard image such as cameraman,
Barbara, and evaluate some standard parameter
such as compression ratio and PSNR value of
image .our empirical result shows better
performance in compression of BAPC and other
technique.

Lossless image compression provides the
great facility of scientist researcher as well
as many organizations plays a role in image
processing. The process of lossless image
compression reduces the image data size and
increases the efficiency of bandwidth and
storage memory area. The image
compression task done by two components
one is predictive coding and another one is
entropy based coding technique. the
predictive coding technique is very efficient
coding technique for image compression.
Journey of researcher various predictive
coding technique are used. All these
technique increases the speed of coding
technique and increase the compression ratio
value. The Image compression coding is to
store the image into bit-stream as compact
as possible and to display the decoded image
in the monitor as exact as possible. Now
consider an encoder and a decoder, when the
encoder receives the original image file, the
image file will be converted into a series of
binary data, which is called the bit-stream.
The decoder then receives the encoded bitstream and decodes it to form the decoded
image. If the total data quantity of the bitstream is less than the total data quantity of
the original image, then this is called image
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compression. The goal of lossless image
compression is to represent an image signal
with the smallest possible number of bits
without loss of any information, thereby
speeding up transmission and minimizing
storage requirements. The number of bits
representing the signal is typically expressed
as an average bit rate (average number of
bits per sample for still images, and average
number of bits per second for video). The
goal of lossy compression is to achieve the
best possible fidelity given an available
communication or storage bit rate capacity
or to minimize the number of bits
representing the image signal subject to
some allowable loss of information. In this
way, a much greater reduction in bit rate can
be attained as compared to lossless
compression, which is necessary for
enabling many real time applications
involving the handling and transmission of
audiovisual
information.
Predictor
combination is one of the key techniques in
lossless image compression. By taking a
combination of candidate predictors,
predictor combination schemes can produces
better predictive performance than any one
of the candidate predictors alone. The well
known Median Edge Detection predictor
and the Gradient Adaptive Predictor are low
complexity examples of predictor selection
and can be considered as an extreme case of
predictor
combination.
History-Based
Blending (HBB) was one of the early
attempts to formulate prediction as a
problem of predictor combination. In theory,
it can be used to combine any number of
sub-predictors.
The
HBB
algorithm
penalizes candidate predictors that perform
poorly in prior predictions by optimizing the
combination coefficients using a least
squares approach. The average compression
performance of HBB was demonstrated to
be better than CALIC. The use of support
vector machines (SVMs) in an image

compression algorithm was first presented in
[3]. This method used SVM to directly
model the color surface. The parameters of a
neural network (weights and Gaussian
centers) were transmitted so that the color
surface could be reconstructed from a neural
network using these parameters. SVM
learning was used to directly model the
color surface. In the algorithm presented in
this paper, we apply SVM learning to an
image after mapping the image into the
frequency domain. The above section
discuss introduction of lossless image
compression using predictors and support
vector machine. In section II we describe
adaptive predictors, support vector machine
and Structure reference. In section III
proposed algorithm. In section IV discuss
experimental result analysis. In section and
finally conclude in section V.
II. ADAPTIVE PREDICTORS
The adaptive prediction combination address
the following problem: given a set of L
predictors p ={pi }iL=1, what is the optimal
prediction for the unknown pixel x[1]. A
linear additive model for each predictor is
defined as
x = pi + ei
Where ei is called the prediction error for
the ith predictor. It is assumed that ei follows
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance σi2 which is denoted by the general
notation P(ei ) = N (ei |0,σi2). It is further
assumed that errors from different predictors
are independent. The optimum prediction xˆ
can then be found by maximizing the
likelihood function

……..(1)
Where
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…..(2)
……(3)
Where the notation ei (k) represents the
prediction error for a pixel at location index
k, made by the ith predictor. The index k is
defined with respect to the current pixel x.
The K pixels form a causal neighborhood of
the pixel x.
III. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a novel
machine learning method based on statistical
learning theory developed by V.N.Vapnik,
and it has been successfully applied to
numerous
classification
and
pattern
recognition problems such as text
categorization, image recognition and
bioinformatics[19]. SVM can be used for
pattern recognition, regression analysis and
principal
component
analysis.
The
achievements of SVM in training have
Platt’s the sequential minimal optimization
method. These methods are directed at the
training process, and not related to
classification process. In the process of
SVM training, all the samples are used. So it
has no effect on the speed of the
classification. Lee and others propose a
method of reduction SVM training time and
adding the speed of training, reduced
support vector machines. The method in the
training process is not used in all the
samples but by randomly selecting one of
the subsets to train, which is through
reducing the scale of training to achieve the
objective of speeding up the training pace.
At the same time, because of the reduction
of the support vector quantity, the speed of
classification is improved to some degree.

However, due to the loss of some support
vector classification, precision has declined,
especially when the number of support
vector is so many that the accuracy of its
classification will decline. Burges put
forward a way of increasing the speed of
Classification ,which does not use the
support vector in the category function but
use a reduction of vector set, which is
different from the standard vector set .That
is neither training samples nor support
vector but it is the transformation of the
special vector. The method achieved certain
results, but in the process of looking for the
reduction of the vector collection, the cost of
calculation paid is too large to widely use in
practice. The concept of SVM is to
transform the input vectors to a higher
dimensional space Z by a nonlinear
transform, and then an optical hyper plane
which separates the data can be found. This
hyper plane should have the best
generalization capability. As shown in
Figure 1, the black dots and the white dots
are the training dataset which belong to two
classes. The Plane H series are the
hyperplanes to separate the two classes. The
optical plane H is found by maximizing the
margin value 2 / || w || . Hyperplanes H1
and H 2 are the planes on the border of each
class and also parallel to the optical
hyperplane H. The data located on H1 and

H 2 are called support vectors.
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Then the search of the optimal plane H turns
to a problem of a second order planning
problem.

H
HHH
H

1
min ( w)  ( wT w) (5)
w,b
2
Subject

Margin=2/

to

yi (w z i b)  1,
T

i  1,2,..., l (6)

If the sample data is not linearly dividable,
find the minimum value of
Figure 1 The SVM binary classifications
For

training

data

set
( x1 , y1 ),..., ( xl , yl ), yi   1,1 , to find

the optical hyper plane H, a nonlinear
transform, Z  (x) , is applied to x, to
make x become linearly dividable. A weight
w and offset b satisfying the following
criteria will be found:

 wT zi  b  1,
 T
w zi  b  1,

yi  1
yi  1

Whereas  can be understood as the error of
the classification and C is the penalty
parameter for this term. By using Lagrange
method, the decision function of
l

w0   i yi zi (8)
will be
l

f  sgn[  i yi ( z T zi )  b] (9)
i 0

i  1,2,..., l (2)

Assume that the equation of the optical
hyperplane H (Fig.1) is w0

T

z  b0  0 ,

then the distance of the data point in any of
the two classes to the hyperplane is:

zT w
zT w
 ( w, b)  min
 max
(3)
x| y 1 || w ||
x| y 1 || w ||
A

l
1 T
w w  C   i (7)
2
i 1

i 1

(1)

i.e.

yi (wT zi  b)  1,

( w) 

w0 is to be found to maximize

 (w0 , b0 )  2 / || w0 || 2 / w0T w0

From the functional theory, a non-negative
symmetrical function K (u, v) uniquely
define a Hilbert space H, K is the rebuild
kernel in the space H:

K (u, v)    i (u ) i (v) (10)
i

This stands for an internal product of a
characteristic space:

zi z  ( xi )T ( x)  K ( xi , x) (11)
T

Then the decision function can be written as:
(4)
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l

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

i 1

In this section describe the proposed
algorithm for image compression using
adaptive predictor and support vector
machine. Adaptive predictor technique
generates the set of pixel matrix for the
process of image matrix. The generated
matrix estimate the value of mean and
variance of image pixel the variance of
image pixel added the process of
classification technique. in this process of
classification support vector machine play
an important role for classification
technique. The support vector machine
reduces the redundancy pixel in fashion of
adaptive predicator. The algorithm divided
into three sections given below.

f  sgn[  i yi K ( xi , x)  b] (12)
The development of a SVM image
classification model depends on the
selection of kernel function K. There are
several kernels that can be used in Support
Vector Machines models. These include
linear, polynomial, radial basis function
(RBF)
and
sigmoid
function:
T

Linear
xi x j
 T
deg ree
Polynomial
(x x  coefficien t )
K ( xi , x j )   i j
2
RBF
 exp(  | xi  x j |
T
 tanh(xi x j  coefficien t ) Sigmoid


(13)
The RBF is by far the most popular choice
of kernel types used in Support Vector
Machines. This is mainly because of their
localized and finite responses across the
entire range of the real x-axis.
Improper kernel function might generate
poor performance. Currently there is no
effective “learning” method to choose a
proper kernel function for a specific
problem. The selection is decided by the
experiment result at this time. In our
proposed system, two kernel functions are
tested: Radial Basis Function-RBF and
Polynomial Function.

K poly ( x1 , x2 )  ( x1 * x2  1) p (14)
K RBF ( x1 , x2 )  exp(  p || x1  x2 || 2 )

Section first
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Section two
1.


(15)
Due to its better performance, RBF was
chosen as the kernel function in the model.

Input the digital image
Apply linear adaptive predictor and
find the resolution of matrix.
Estimate the mean and variance of
matrix.
First phase of processing the
variance value assigned as 0
Second phase the mean value
assigned the 0
The mean and variance value pass
through support vector machine.



Assigned the mean and variance value
of image
Transform data to the format of an
SVM that is X is original data R is
transform data such that Xi∈ � d
here d is dimension of data.
Conduct scaling on the data
α ═ ∑ =1 ∑ =1
�,
⋰ ∗
here α is scaling factor and m is total
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data point and k is total number of
instant and sim find close point of data.



Consider the RBF kernel K(x; y)
H(x)= exp − � − � 2 ∕ 2 this is
kernel equation of plane.
Use cross-validation to 2nd the best
parameter C and

 Employ the best factor C and to
train the complete training set
1 �
Ro=α ∑ =1
−
where
�

Ro is learning parameter of kernel
function.



Generate formatted data.

2.

Step of predictors.
1. Process the vector generated by
matrix.
2. For all the classes are represented
Let us consider class of features c1, c2,
c3…………………….cn
BEGIN
Find class with no features
C═¢
Find class at Max cross product rate
C=R*Xd
Find the class at half cross product
REPEAT
Pointer= False
Find the intervals of hyper plane
If the end condition is met
Pointer = True
If the first period has improved results
we should
Use this, otherwise the other
Find the class evaluation after cross
product class
Instances middle times
UNTIL pointer= False
END
3. Multiply all the classes with the best
factor obtained;
4. Predictors are classified.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The classified predictors are
assigned to code matrix
Image compressed
Find C.R value
Find PSNR value
Exit

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
ANALYSIS
The proposed compression algorithms are
implemented using MATLAB software. For
the performance of the proposed algorithm
used medical CT image as well as on a
sequence of images. The sequence used is
grey-scale MRI images taken from local
hospitals. The images in these sequences are
of dimension 512*512 with 8-bit grey-scale
image. for the empirical evaluation used
following parameter. For the validation of
proposed algorithm compared with SOM
algorithm JPEG algorithm and composite
algorithm. Used two different set of image
in terms of CT image and MRI image [17].

…………… (1)
Where R is maximum fluctuation in the
cover image=512
�. � =

��� � � ��  ��

� ��  ��

……. 2

Section three
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APC-ML

Head
front
CTA
BAPC
43.59
7.826
Head
front
CTA
PROPOSED 46.21
12.664
Head
METHOD
front
CTA
APC
46.67
13.983
Head
front
CTA
Table 2 shows the PSNR and compressed
ration value of all method applied on Head
front CTA image

Figure1shows that processing of adaptive
predictor process for spatial pixel extraction
for the process of mean and variance

Table 1 show the PSNR and Compressed
ration value of all method applied on Head
MRI image.

4.746

comprative result analysis
of head MR Iimage for
APC,APC-ML BAPCand
propsoed algorithm
60
PSNR & C.R

Compress PSNR Compress Image
ion
ed ratio Type
method
APC-ML
49.4
8.884
HEA
85
D
MRI
BAPC
52.4
14.373
HEA
57
D
MRI
PROPOS
52.9
15.876
HEA
ED
81
D
METHO
MRI
D

37.43

PSNR

40
20
0
Compression algorithm

figure 2 the comprative analysis of
compression ratio and PSNR value of MRI
image. in case of proposed algorithm the
value of PSNR and C.R are inceases in
compression of other algorithm.

For Head Front CTA image resolution 512*
512.
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comprative result analysis
of head CT Iimage for
APC,APC-ML BAPCand
propsoed algorithm
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